THE INCLUSION MENU

THE INCLUSION MENU FEATURES 50-MINUTE “THINK SHOPS” THEMED AROUND DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION. WE BRING THESE INITIATIVES TO YOU IN YOUR FACULTY & STAFF MEETINGS, LABS, RETREATS, OR GATHERINGS.

IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN HOSTING A SESSION, SEE BELOW

MENU OPTIONS INCLUDE:

- Implicit Bias: A Primer
- Inclusive Language & Community Building
- Confronting Microaggressions
- Examining Privilege
- Transgender Affirming Care
- LGBTQ Safe Space

CONTACT US AT DIVERSITYOFFICE@BSD.UCHICAGO.EDU TO REQUEST A SESSION FROM THE INCLUSION MENU!

https://voices.uchicago.edu/bsdiversity/  https://www.facebook.com/BSDIInclusion/  @diversinclbsd